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SEMIGROUPS OF OPERATORS
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Abstract. We prove that n commuting operators on a Hubert space can be uniquely
simultaneously extended to doubly commuting coisometric operators if and only if
they satisfy certain positivity conditions, which for the case «= 1 state simply that the
original operator is a contraction. Our proof establishes the connection between these
. positivity conditions and the backward translation semigroup on /2(Z+", JT). A semigroup of operators is unitarily equivalent to backward translation (or a part thereof)
on /2(Z+", X) if and only if the positivity conditions are satisfied and the individual
operators are coisometries (or contractions) whose powers tend strongly to zero.
Analogous results are proven in the continuous case Ä+".

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the question of which finite families
of commuting operators on a Hubert space can be simultaneously extended to a
family of commuting coisometric operators. We generalize B. Sz-Nagy's Theorem
[11] that every contraction has a unique minimal coisometric extension, by generalizing R. G. Douglas' proof [5]. In fact for commuting operators satisfying the
positivity conditions, (ii) of Theorem 1, we actually construct their unique minimal
doubly commuting coisometric extension, using the backward translation semigroup on l2(Z+n, Cf). B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias [13] have used these same positivity
conditions to prove that the operators can be dilated in a particular way to a
unique family of commuting unitary operators. Their proof is an existence proof
depending on the theory of groups of operators of positive type, whereas our proof
is constructive in nature. In the course of the proof we characterize the backward
translation semigroup and its parts on l2(Z +n, Cf). In fact a semigroup of operators
is unitarily equivalent to the backward translation semigroup if and only if it

satisfies the positivity conditions (or equivalently: is doubly commuting) and the
individual operators are coisometries whose powers tend strongly to zero. A
semigroup of operators is unitarily equivalent to a part of backward translation
if and only if it satisfies the positivity conditions and the powers of its operators
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tend strongly to zero. Thus backward translation is a "universal model" for
contractive semigroups, the powers of whose operators tend strongly to zero, only
when « = 1. Our proof also characterizes doubly commuting coisometric semigroups. Completely analogous results are proven for strongly continuous real
semigroups and backward translation on L2(R+n, 2f, Leb.). Our proof in the
continuous case is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Lax and Phillips
[10, p. 67], and is completely analogous to the proof in the discrete case.
We say that a family of « commuting operators Tx, T2,..., Tn on a Hubert
space J*$Tcan be simultaneously extended to commuting operators Ex, E2,..., En

on a Hubert space Jf 2*?f if

T}tT£*---7*. = EiiEi*- • •£M<jr
for all nonnegative integers kx, k2,..., kn. This suggests a reformulation of the
problem in terms of semigroups of operators. {T(g) : g e £f} is a semigroup of
operators on JP if SP is a commutative semigroup with identity 0 and T(g) are
bounded linear operators on Jf which satisfy T(0)=1 and T(gy+g2) = T(gy)T(g2)
for gx, g2e£P. (In this paper SP will be either Z+n or R+n.) We say that

{T(g) : g £ ¿P} on XT can be extended to {E(g) : g e if) on ^2/
T(g) = E(g)\x

if

for all * e^

in this case {T(g) : g e £f) is a part of {E(g) : g e if). MT is said to be a full invariant subspace for {E(g) : g e if) if the smallest reducing subspace containing
M? is X", in this case {E(g) : g e £?} is said to be minimal.
Instead of Z+n and R+n it will be convenient to consider the isomorphic semigroups Z+A and R+A of nonnegative integer and real valued functions on the set

A = {1, 2,...,

«}. For vqA, define Xv£ Z+A by
X„W =1
= 0

if coe t>,
otherwise,

and let [u|=the number of elements of v. For a semigroup of operators
{T(g) :geZ+A}
let Ta = T(Xm) for co£,4. We say that {T(g) : geZ+A} is a
^-commuting (or doubly commuting) semigroup if Ta commutes with T* for all
to, A £ A, cot¿ A. Similar definitions can be given for Ä +/1.
For the semigroups Z+A and R+A we define the Hubert spaces /2(Z+'1, Jf) and
L2^*4, cf, Leb.) of equivalence classes of strongly measurable functions from
Z+A and R +A into the Hubert space Jf. In either case the backward translation
semigroup {B(g) :geif}
is defined by (B(g)x)(h) = x(h+g) for x£/2 or L? respectively. Notice that in either case {B(g):ge ¿P) is a »-commuting coisometric
semigroup, the powers of whose elements tend strongly to zero.

2. The discrete case.
Theorem 1. Let {T(g) : geZ+A}
following are equivalent:

be a semigroup of operators on Jt. Then the
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of a unique minimal

(ii) For all F^ A,

PF= 2 (-l)|v|7'(x»)*7,(x»)«=0.
(iii) For all g e Z+A [(g-Xv)(")=g(™)Xv(<»)],

P9=

2

(-l)MT(g-Xv)*T(g-X») isZO.

ussupp(g)

[For another equivalent condition concerning unitary dilations see [13, Theorem
9.1] and [4], where the case of.arbitrary A is considered.]

Proof. If {V(g)* : geZ+A)
all FçA, andxeCf,

is a coisometric semigroup satisfying (i), then for

(pFx,x) = (( 2 (-o'-'n^rrofc,))*,xj
= (( 2 i-iy*P*V(x.)\*V<xJr*\*y,*)
= ((2

(-l)Nn*v)F(x„)*)x,x)

= in

v-Y«ys)x,x)h

\ ioeF

1

since (/— VmVS)are commuting projections. Hence (i) implies (ii).
That (ii) implies (iii) is a technical detail which we omit. Although the proof
that (iii) implies (i) is straightforward, it contains several complicated details.
We therefore give the basic outline of the proof: (1) the establishment of the norm
equation (2.2) which allows us to define the isometry S in (2.3); (2) the definition
of BA(g), CF(g) to satisfying the first extension (2.4) of T(g); (3) the proof of Lemma
1 ; (4) the verification that the CF(g) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1 ; and (5) the
use of Lemma 1 to extend CF(g) to obtain the second extension (2.7), which is the
conclusion of the theorem.

We begin by noting that

J
(2.1)

||Pi'2r(g)x«2

9ES"

= m2-2

»*.*ia+2 2 K*ii2+---+(-Wi2...n*ir

i= l

where, for /,...,

Ru.m

i= l i =i + l

k,

= R,.k

= i

slim

\.pi.Pk-*«°

(7?«■• •7»*(77< • • •TS*)]1'*'
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This limit exists because a monotone decreasing net of positive operators converges
to a positive operator in the strong operator topology. (2.1) is proven by induction

on \A\. For M| = l, see [5].
For F^A, we define

Qf = 2 (-l)""*ku\r»
VSF

with 0.$ = RA. Then QF S:0. To see this, note that it is sufficient to show that

2 (~l)MR2 is ä0.
But this follows since

2 (-1)MÄ2 =
VSF

slim

Pg ^ 0.

supp(9) = F;g-> oo

(Here g -> oo means g(co) -> oo for all co £ F.) We now rewrite (2.1) as

(2.2)

||x||2= 2

l|7'i/27'(g)x||2+2 llß^ll2-

geZ*A

F^A

[To see that (2.2) is the same equation as (2.1) compare the number of occurrences
of ||/?y...fc.x||a in each of the equations.]
Letting JfA = (PAl2JiT)-, (2.2) allows us to define an isometry

X:jír->i2(z+A,¿rA)® 2 ®{QV2^rr
F%A

by

(2.3)

sx = (prn-)x) © 2 © QyaxF%A

If we define {BA(g) : geZ+A} to be backward translation on l2(Z+A,JfTA), and
{CF(g) : g e Z+A} on (QF,2MTy by extending continuously from the formula

CF(g)QV2x = QV2T(g)x for xeJt,

then

2(T(g)x)= (7>i'2T(+g)x)© 2 © CTO*)*
F^.4

= BA(g)(P\'2T(-)x)@ 2 ©CFGr)ß>'2*

= mg)© 2 © ^(^))s^Thus

(2.4)

T(g) - S-i(fiA(g) © 2 © CF(S))
2jT

where S is now considered to be a unitary operator from ¿f onto 2^
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We now interrupt the proof of Theorem 1 to state and prove a lemma which
is a special case of Theorem 1. We will need the following theorem of Ito [9]:
Every isometric semigroup has a unique unitary extension. For Fç,A, it will be
convenient to identify Z+F as a subsemigroup of Z+A.
Lemma 1. Let {C(g) : geZ

+A) be a semigroup of operators on Cf such that,

for a fixed F^ A,
0) S=2„sf(-1)'»'C(x„)C(y„) is £0,
(ii) for gx e Z +F, C(gx) are contractions whose powers tend to zero strongly,
(iii) for g2 e Z +A\F,C(g2) are isometries.
Then {C(g) : g e Z +A) is unitarily equivalent to a part of a unique minimal ^commuting coisometric semigroup {V(g)* : g e Z +A) such that
(a) {V(gx)* '■gi eZ +F) is backward translation on l2(Z +F,Cf) (notation

l2(Z +\cf)

= Cf)and

(b) {F(g2)* : g2 e Z +A\F)is a unitary semigroup.

Proof. The case F=<f>is Ito's Theorem for ¡f=Z+A.
Since S^O, we can form S112and obtain

(2.5)

2

Hence we assume F^<f>.

\\Sll2C(gx)x\\2=\\x\\2

9i<=Z+F

for allxeCf. To see this, we apply (2.1) with Fin place of A to {C(gx) : gxe Z+F)
and use (ii) to reduce the right-hand side to ||x||2.
Let Cfx= (Sll2Cf)-.

For g2 eZ+A\F we define an operator
W(g2)Si'2x

W(g2) on (Sll2Jt)

by

= Sll2C(g2)x

and then extend continuously to all of Jf¡. We can do this because
{W(g2):g2eZ

+ A\F}

is isometric:
\\W(g2)S^2x\\2

= ||Sl'2CQr2)x||2

= 2 (-i)M||C(Xu)CGr2)*||2

= 2 (-i)""l|c(x,)*ll2= Us1'2*!2
since C(g2) is an isometry, commuting with C(x„). By Ito's Theorem there is a
unique minimal unitary semigroup {U(g2) : g2 e Z+A\F) on cf^Xl which extends
{W(g2) : g2 e Z+A\F}. Define {V(g)* : g e Z+A) on l2(Z+F, cf) by
(V(gi)*y)(hx) = y(gi + hx) for gx e Z+F,

and
(V(g2)*y)(hx) = U(g2)y(hx)

By construction

for g2eZ+A\F.

V(gx) commutes with V(g2) and V(g2)* for gxeZ+F
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g2 £ Z +A\F.Thus {V(g)* : g e Z +A}is a »-commuting coisometric semigroup since
{V(gx)* : gyE Z +F} and {V(g2)* : g2 £ Z +A\F}are also »-commuting coisometric
semigroups. If we define
2: jf -> /2(Z+F, Jf)

by

(2x)(«i) = 51/2C(«i)x

then (2.5) states that S is an isometry, and 2 satisfies

C(g)=£-i(K(g)*|2jr)Z
for all g£Z

+/1. Here we are considering S as a unitary operator from MT onto

ZjK |
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we must show that for a fixed F^A,
CF(g) are well defined and satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. For g2eZ +A\F,
CF(g2) is an isometry, because
||^uu(^\F}7'(g2)x||2

=

||T<„U(A\F)x||2.

For gi £ Z +F, CF(gy) is a contraction whose powers tend strongly to zero. To see

this let me F. Then
\\Q¥2x\\2-\\CF(xmyQFl2x\\2

= ||ß^x||2-||ß>'2^x||2

= (( 2

(-i)'"l^2uM\«-7m*^2uM\„r^x,

^ 0
because

2 (-l)M[R2v-T*>R2vT»]=

,çF

slim

supp(g) = F; g(m) = p;g-> oo

Pg ä 0.

In fact
lim
p-*

[||ß^x||2-||CF(Xm)"ßy2x||2]

= ||ß^2x||2.

00

Thus
lim ||CF(Xmm'2x||2
P-.

= 0.

00

It remains only to verify that

SF= 2 (~VMCf(Xv)*Cf(xv) is £0.
VSF

But
(SFQ¥2x, QF'2x) = 2 (-l)Ml|Cf(Y„)ß3/2x||2
VSF

= ((2F(-vMnx*)*QFT(xv)\x,x\
= ((Z

(-i)lvlnx,)*7i{v,nxv))x,x)

^ 0
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since Pf^O. The last equality follows because for all <j>£u^F

2 (-i)Mnx»)**^u\P>nx»)= o.
Hence we can apply Lemma 1, for each F^A, to obtain a *-commuting coisometric semigroup {VF(g)* : geZ+A) on CfF^.(QFl2Cty such that
(2.6)P

CF(g) = ^F\VF(g)*UF)^F

where JlF = ^F((Q}i2Cf)-).
If we now combine equations (2.4) and (2.6)F, we obtain

(2.7)

T(g)= n-^BA(g) © 2 © K(g)*)\uJjn,

where II is a unitary operator when considered as an operator from cf onto Xlcf
obtained by a composition of S and SF for F£A. Thus

F(g)* = BA(g)© 2 © ^(#)*
is the desired »-commuting coisometric semigroup.
Uniqueness follows from lemmas analogous to Lemmas l and 2 in [5]. In
addition, it can be shown that our construction yields the unique minimal extension.
Lemma 2. Let V* be a coisometry with invariant subspace Jt'. If V*\j¿ is coisometric then Ji reduces V*.

Proof. See [3].
Corollary
l. If{V(g)* : geZ+A) is a ^-commuting coisometric semigroup on
Cf, then there exist unique reducing subspaces {CfF) such that Cf = JiFSA@CfF and

forFçA:
{V(gi)*\j?F '■gi eZ +F) is unitarily equivalent
l2(Z+F, CfF), and
{V(g2)*\jeF ■¿?2e Z+A\F} is a unitary semigroup.

to backward

translation

on

Proof. If we apply Theorem l to {V(g)* : g e Z +A), then Lemma 2 says that
XlCf is reducing in addition to being full. Hence flJf is everything, or our original
II is a unitary implementing the required unitary equivalence. It is possible to

specify the CfF.
Corollary
2. A semigroup {T(g) : ge Z+A) on Cf is unitarily equivalent to a
part of backward translation on l2(Z+A, cf) if and only ifPA^0 and, for all we A
and xeCf,

IlT'üJxll->0,as p^-co.
Proof. This is merely a special case of Lemma 1. In this case all the positivity
conditions follow from PA^0. (See [7], [12].)
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Corollary
3. Let {T(g) : ge Z+A} be a semigroup of operators on Jf. Then
the following are equivalent:
(a) {T(g) : g £ Z +A}is unitarily equivalent to backward translation on l2(Z +A,Jf).
(b) {T(g) : geZ +A) is a -^-commuting coisometric semigroup such that for all
oie A and xeJf
||7£x||->0

as p^

oo.

(c) {T(g) : g e Z +A}is a coisometric semigroup such that PA^0 and

||72x|| ->0

as p ->oo

for all a e A and x e Jf. In fact Jf = (P)f2Jf) ~.
Proof, (a) => (b) and (b) => (c) are trivial. To see that (c) => (a), apply Lemma 1
to {T(g) : geZ+A} and then use Lemma 2 to see that S is actually a unitary
operator implementing the unitary equivalence.
Corollary
4. Every contraction has a unique coisometric extension. Every
isometry is the direct sum of a unilateral shift and a unitary operator. Every contraction whose powers tend to zero strongly can be uniquely extended to the adjoint

of a unilateral shift.
Proof. This is merely the special case |j4| = 1. Recall that U+ is a unilateral
shift if {U% : «=0, 1, 2,...} is forward translation on l2(Z+, Jf). The first statement is Sz.-Nagy's Theorem [11], [5], while the second statement is Von Neumann's
Theorem [14]. Concerning the last statement see [1].

3. The continuous case. In this section we prove the continuous analogs of the
results in §2, i.e., we consider the semigroup R+A or R +n. The proof of Theorem 2
differs from that of Theorem 1 in that the concept of infinitesimal generator is
introduced and that the isometry S (analogous to (2.3)) is first defined only on a
dense set of Jf, and then extended continuously to all of Jf.
If y is a topological semigroup then a semigroup {T(g) : g e Sf\ on Jf is said
to be strongly continuous if for every g0 £ Sf and x £ Jf

\\T(g)x-T(go)x\\-+0
as g -> go- We remark that in Ito's Theorem if the isometric semigroup is strongly
continuous then so is its unitary extension. The backward translation semigroup
{B(g):geR+A}
on L2(R+A, Jf, Leb.) is a strongly continuous »-commuting
coisometric semigroup [8].
Definition. Let {T(g) : g e R+A} be a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on Jf. For / £ A and «>0 define «t e R+A to be that function which is « at i

and 0 elsewhere, and define Tt(h)= T(hf). Define
Bi = slim \(TÁh)-I),
Í1-.0+

3ii = Domain of Bt.

«

Bt is called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {Tt(h) : « ^ 0}.
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of the definition, and with

g^(tx,.--,Q:
(a) Ô(T(g)x)IÔti= BiT(g)x = T(g)BiXfor x e 3t.
(b) 3 = P)?= i 3t is a dense linear manifold in Cf, invariant for {T(g) : g e R+A).
(c) Bi commute on 3.

(d) For x, ye 3>

(3.1)

-¡¡TW-'-W (T{g)x>T(<g)y)= 2 (B»T(g)x,BAvT(g)y)
Olx Ol2

Oln

u"£-

where Bv= Bt- ■-Bmfor v = {l,...,

m) andB0 = I.

Proof, (a) is in Lax and Phillips [10]. (b) and (c) are in Dunford and Segal [6].
(d) is proven by induction on \A\. For \A\ = 1, see [3].
Lemma 4. Let {T(g) : g e R+A) be a strongly continuous semigroup of operators
on Cf, and suppose

P,=

2

(-VMng-Xv)*Tig-Xv) is £0,

suppu £ (g)

for all geR+A. Thenfor x,ye3>

lim ••• lim —L—(P^T(g)x,Pl'2T(g)y)

fc!-.o+

fc„-.o+ Kx' ■-Kn

(3-2)

8

8

= ^rWi-Wn(T(g)x,Tig)y),
where k(i) = kt>0, for ie A.
Proof. Again the proof is by induction on \A\. For \A\ = 1, see [3].
We now state the continuous analog of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let {T(g) : g e R+A) be a strongly continuous semigroup of operators
on Cf. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) {T(g) : g e R +A)is unitarily equivalent to apart of a unique strongly continuous
■^-commuting coisometric semigroup.

(ii) For allgeR

+A,Pg is ä 0.

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows as before.
Suppose that Pg is = 0 for all g e R+A. For x, y e 2 let

(x,y)x = (~l)n 2 {R«x,BA\„y).
Then (•, -)i is a symmetric, positive semidefinite (combine (3.1) and (3.2) for
x=y an let g->0) bilinear functional on 3). Thus the Schwarz inequality holds,

which implies that

Jf = {x e 3 : (x, x\ = 0}
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is a linear manifold. Form

JfA = completion of 3>\Jf in || • ||i norm.
For ax,...,

/t i\

an>0, let a £ R+A be such that o(i)=os,. Then for x £ 3)

Jo

JO

Jo

Jo

Oíl-'-Oín

= 2 (-i)wiin«-xJxï'
VSA

by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, and induction on \A\.

If
Ä,...fc= /
then letting ax,...,

(3 4)

Í

slim

(r,(o--^(/^(r^-.-r^)))1'2

an ->- oo in (3.3) we obtain

l|7WI?*=f

Hm \\PV2T(g)x\\2
dg

JÄ+-1 fc-.o+

= ||x||2-2

ll^||2+---+(-l)1|/?i2...nX||2

i= l

for all xeS>. Noticing the similarity between (3.4) and (2.1), we define QF as
before and arrive at an equation similar to (2.2), for all xeQi. We then define

X:£}-*L2(R +A,JfA, Leb.)©

2

®(Qf12^)-

F*A

by

'

Zx = (T(-)x)© 2 ®QV2x
FÇA

where we consider 7|-)x to be an element of 2\^f. Since S is a densely defined
(Lemma 3(b)) isometry (3.4), we can extend it continuously to all of Jf.
If we define {BA(g) : g e R+A} to be backward translation on L2(R+A, JfA, Leb.),
and {CF(g) : g e R +A}on (QF2Jf)~ by extending continuously from the formula

CF(g)QV2x = QFl2T(g)x,

then

ZT(g) = (BA(g)© 2 © Cf(8))z
\

F%A

on 3,

I

and hence on Jf. Thus

(3.5)

T(g) = E -1 (ßA(g) © 2 © Cf(?))
SJT

where S is now considered to be unitary operator from Jf onto *LJf.
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The proof now proceeds exactly as before. We first prove the continuous
analog of Lemma 1, and then use it to extend each {CF(g)} to a strongly continuous
♦-commuting coisometric semigroup {VF(g)*}. Combining these extensions with
(3.5) we obtain the desired conclusion. Uniqueness follows as before.
Again we have four corollaries to our theorem. Since they are completely
analogous to those in §2 we only state them.
Corollary
5. If{V(g)* : g e R+A) is a strongly continuous ^-commuting coisometric semigroup on Cf, then there exists reducing subspaces {CfF) such that
^' = Ifza®^'f
and for Fç A
{V(gx)*\jcp '■gi eR +F) is unitarily equivalent to backward translation on
L2(R+F,CfF, Leb.), and
{V(g2)*\jeF '• g2eR +A^F)Is a unitary semigroup. Again it is possible to specify
the CfF.
Corollary
6. A strongly continuous semigroup {T(g) : g e R +A) on Cf is
unitarily equivalent to a part of backward translation on L2(R +A, cf, Leb.) if and

only ifPg ^Ofor all geR+A and for allweA,xeCf
\\Ta(h)x\\-> 0 as h ^ co.
Corollary
7. Let {T(g) :geR+A)
be a strongly continuous semigroup of
operators on Cf. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) {T(g) : g e R +A) is unitarily equivalent to backward translation on

L2(R+A, Cf, Leb.).
(b) {T(g) : geR +A) is a ^-commuting coisometric semigroup such that for all
eug A, xeCf

||Ta(h)x\ -*■0 as h -> oo.
(c) {T(g) : g e R +A) is a coisometric semigroup such that P9^0 for all ge R +A

and
\\Ta(h)x\\ -+0

as h-+co

for all w e A, x e Cf. In fact Cf=(3\Jf)-.
Corollary
8. Every strongly continuous contractive semigroup {T(t) : r^O} on
3f has a unique coisometric extension. Every strongly continuous isometric semigroup is the direct sum of forward translation on L2(R + , Cf, Leb.) and a strongly
continuous unitary semigroup. Every strongly continuous contractive semigroup
{T(t) : / ^ 0} on Cf such that \ T(t)x\ -> 0 as t -> oo for all xeCf can be uniquely
extended to backward translation on L2(R +, Cf, Leb.).

Concerning the first statement see [3], [11]. The second statement is Cooper's
Theorem [2]. We remark that we have given a new proof of Cooper's Theorem
using our construction [3]. The last statement is Theorem 2.1 in [10].
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